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Project summary
Location:

El Caracol, El Ñajo, Agua Fría and El Ojochal del Listón – La Joya, Municipality
of Telica, León, Nicaragua

Project objectives:

Improve access to safe water in four remote hillside communities through
rainwater harvesting and the construction of a spring-fed distribution system.

Project activities:

-

Promote community organisation and encourage participation
Improve access to the communities of El Ñajo and El Caracol
Construct four domestic rainwater harvesting tanks in El Ñajo
Construct three shared domestic rainwater harvesting tanks in Agua Fría
Construct two shared domestic rainwater harvesting tanks in El Caracol
Construct one domestic rainwater harvesting tank in El Ojochal del Listón
Construct a gravity-fed distribution system with 22 domestic connections for all
families in El Caracol, connected to a pipeline from a spring in Agua Fría
- Provide training and technical support to establish and develop a water
committee to manage the distribution system for El Caracol

Project duration:

February 2012 – November 2013

Budget:

US$ 60,000

Donor:

Georg Fischer Clean Water Foundation
Additional materials donated by the Mayor of Telica

Programme objectives
‘Mountain Rain’ is a long-term integrated programme which aims to encourage the development of
sustainable livelihoods in seven hillside communities in an environmentally sensitive and disaster
vulnerable area of western Nicaragua. One of the fundamental challenges for these communities is
access to water. With the nearest source more than 5 km away for some, these families face up to a
daily four hour journey on foot or horseback to collect water to meet only the most basic needs,
consuming time and energy to the detriment of farming and education. Environmental degradation of the
hillsides where these families live has resulted in mass deforestation through tree felling and slash and
burn farming. This in turn has caused soil erosion, increasing vulnerability to natural disasters.
Under the Mountain Rain programme, Nuevas Esperanzas is helping farmers construct rainwater
harvesting systems and protect springs. Access to the communities is being improved, both to facilitate
construction and to give farmers better access to their land to take their produce to market. Sustainable
forms of generating income such as beekeeping and biointensive gardening are being introduced to use
the natural resources of the land without continuing to degrade the environment. This programme is
underpinned by a strong emphasis on community development, leadership, organisation and education.
In this phase of this programme, Mountain Rain III, the focus was on improving access to water in four
communities. In the case of El Ojochal del Listón, most of the water demands have already been met
through previous projects (mostly funded by the Georg Fischer Clean Water Foundation), but one
additional rainwater harvesting system was needed for a family which had not been included in earlier
projects. In El Ñajo where one communal rainwater tank had already been built, the objective was to
meet all water needs of the community by building four additional rainwater tanks, thereby leaving the
existing tank to be shared between two households. It was not the original intention to provide a final
solution for the remaining communities, though the opportunity arose mid-project to provide a solution to
meet all water needs in El Caracol, through a combination of rainwater harvesting and a gravity-fed
distribution system. In the case of Agua Fría, the project aimed to improve access to water for families
furthest from springs through the construction of shared rainwater harvesting systems. As with all
previous projects, an important component of this phase of the programme was capacity-building and
organisational development, especially in El Caracol where a community-wide solution was implemented.
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Related projects
A separate project proposal was submitted to the M Night Shyamalan Foundation in October 2011 for the
construction of the road to El Ñajo as well as four rainwater harvesting systems and seven latrines.
Although this overlapped with the scope of the project proposal to the Georg Fischer Clean Water
Foundation which was submitted around the same time, this was justified because of the need to couple
rainwater harvesting projects in the hillside communities with improvements to access in order to facilitate
transport of materials. Should funding for both projects have been approved in full, it would have been
necessary to request some reassignment of funds from one or other of the projects. In the event,
however, both projects were approved but with partial funding. The M Night Shyamalan Foundation
approved a grant of $14,444 to fund improvements to access to El Ñajo, though not the rainwater
harvesting and latrine components. A further contribution to access to El Ñajo and Agua Fría was
received from the Mayor of Telica in the form of 250 bags of cement (42.5 kg), worth approximately
$2,180. The approval of these other contributions has provided an important complement to the funds
approved for rainwater harvesting by the Georg Fischer Clean Water Foundation of $60,000.
Another related project approved towards the end of 2012 was the construction of a pipeline to carry
water from a spring in Agua Fría (within the Mountain Rain programme area) to two communities at the
foot of Volcán Telica, Unión España and Nuevo Amanecer (outside the Mountain Rain programme area).
This was part of a larger programme to address the problem of arsenic contamination of groundwater.
Arsenic was first identified in boreholes in these two communities in 2007. In 2010, in looking for a site to
drill a new borehole to supply these communities, arsenic was discovered in many more wells at
concentrations of up to 900 ppb, significantly in excess of 10 ppb (parts per billion), the permissible limit
set by the World Health Organisation and adopted in Nicaragua under national standards. Nuevas
Esperanzas undertook a multi-disciplinary study of the extent, causes and effects of arsenic poisoning in
the Municipality of Telica in 2011 which proved from clinical manifestations, as well as analysis of hair
samples, that men and women of all ages in at least four communities have been, and continue to be,
affected by arsenic poisoning. The arsenic is naturally occurring and is mobilised by a number of
mechanisms of which the most significant in Telica appears to be geothermal, related to the proximity of
the active volcanoes.
The hydrogeological study undertaken by Nuevas Esperanzas to find a source of water for around 1,000
people in the communities of Unión España and Nuevo Amanecer concluded that a combination of
approaches would be needed to address this problem. A decision to implement a multi-phase solution
was taken between relevant stakeholders in October 2010. In the first phase, a borehole in Nuevo
Amanecer was used to supply both communities with water suitable for washing and bathing using a
gravity-fed distribution system. This made use of an existing water tank in Unión España as well as the
borehole in Nuevo Amanecer but required the installation of a new pump, high voltage electricity supply
and water distribution system (made up of nearly 8 km of buried pipes). This water is not suitable for
drinking because it contains around 40 ppb of arsenic which exceeds national and international
standards. The water from this borehole is hot, due to the high levels of geothermal activity in the area.
Whilst it is not being used for drinking, this source greatly reduced the burden of carrying water for
washing and bathing for around 180 families.
In the second phase, household filters to remove arsenic were trialled. A pilot project was completed in
February 2013. Whilst initial results were encouraging, monitoring over time showed that unfortunately
the filters become much less effective after only a few months with rates of arsenic removal well below
that required. In the final phase, which began in December 2012, an additional source was developed to
supply cold, arsenic-free water from a spring in Agua Fría nearly 4 km away. This water will be supplied
to public collection points to be used for drinking and cooking. The final solution is thus to provide two
sources of water. Hot water containing moderate levels of arsenic, piped to each house with metered
connections, is providing water for washing and bathing, while cold water with no arsenic, rationed by
using public collection points, will ensure a safe supply of drinking water. Grants were received for the
pipeline project of $40,086 (Mayor of Telica), $15,000 (Students for 60,000), $9,792 (Oxford León
Association and Trust), $7,513 (St Paul’s and St George’s Church, Edinburgh), $4,664 (Ingenio Monte
Rosa) and $1,308 (London Medical Orchestra). The pipeline project is expected to be completed in
December 2013 at a total cost of around $130,000.
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Since the pipeline from Agua Fría to Unión España and Nuevo Amanecer passes through the community
of El Caracol where two of the rainwater harvesting systems were being constructed as part of this
project, it became apparent that there was a possibility of providing an additional water supply to El
Caracol using some of the spring water to be piped down to the communities below. Initially, care was
taken to avoid raising the hopes of the families in El Caracol because estimates of the water available
from the spring (before clearing and capping the source) suggested that there may not have been enough
to meet the demands of El Caracol as well as the communities below, but having developed the source
and installed the first part of the pipeline, it appeared that there would be more than enough water for El
Caracol as well. At this point, a request was made to the Georg Fischer Clean Water Foundation to
change the scope of the present project to take advantage of this unique opportunity to construct a
gravity-fed distribution system in El Caracol (detailed below).

Revisions to the proposal
Following approval of the budget of $60,000 from the Georg Fischer Clean Water Foundation, the scope
of the original project proposal (which had a total budget of $98,435) was scaled in accordance with the
resources available and some additional modifications were also made following preliminary site visits.
The sites chosen for the construction of rainwater harvesting systems were prioritized on the basis of the
number of the potential beneficiaries and the distance of beneficiaries’ homes from the nearest source of
water. The numbers of tanks of each size to be constructed in each community from the funds provided
by the Georg Fischer Clean Water Foundation were defined as follows:

Community
Agua Fría
El Ñajo
El Caracol
La Joya
El Perpetuo Socorro
Total

20 m³
tanks

30 m³
tanks

40 m³
tanks

50 m³
tanks

Total

1
2
1
4

1
2
3

2
1
3

1
2
3

5
4
2
1
1
13

The revised indicators of project success were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Access by vehicle to Agua Fría possible at all times during the project.
Access to water within 100 m increased from 22% to 40% of families in Agua Fría.
Access to water from rainwater harvesting within 50 m for all families in El Ñajo.
Water contains fewer than 10 E.coli per 100 ml in all rainwater tanks.
Good hygiene practices are followed and tanks are maintained by families.

In May 2013, with 8 of the 13 rainwater harvesting systems constructed, permission was given from the
Georg Fischer Clean Water Foundation to modify the scope of the project, reducing the number of tanks
to be constructed to 11 (including one tank to act as a header tank for the distribution system) but adding
the construction of a gravity-fed distribution system for the whole community of El Caracol, using some of
the water from the pipeline being built at that time from Agua Fría to Unión España and Nuevo Amanecer.
The rainwater harvesting systems built at the end of the project were as follows:
20 m³
tanks

30 m³
tanks

40 m³
tanks

50 m³
tanks

Total

El Ñajo

2

2

-

-

4

Agua Fría
El Caracol
La Joya (El Ojochal del Listón)
Total

1
1
4

2

1
1

1
2
3

3
2
1
10

Community
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In addition, a distribution system was built in El Caracol including a ferrocement tank of 16 m³ capacity,
two pressure break tanks, five pipeline suspension bridges (of which three were shared with the Agua
Fría to Unión España pipeline), 3.05 km of pipes and 22 metered household connections. To
complement the funds from the Georg Fischer Clean Water Foundation, an additional contribution of
materials was received from the Mayor of Telica. This included the 22 water meters (though not their
boxes or valves), 50 bags of cement and 2.43 km of PVC pipes. The total value of the contribution from
the Mayor of Telica was approximately $1,770.
After including the distribution system and reducing the number of rainwater harvesting tanks to be built,
revised indicators of project success were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Access by vehicle to Agua Fría and El Ñajo possible at all times during the project.
Access to water from rainwater harvesting within 50 m for all families in El Ñajo.
Access to water from gravity-fed distribution system within 50 m for all families in El Caracol
100% increase in availability of water in El Caracol.
Water contains fewer than 10 E.coli per 100 ml in all rainwater tanks and distribution system
Good hygiene practices are followed and tanks are maintained by families.

Project implementation
Rainwater harvesting tanks
Since 2005, Nuevas Esperanzas has promoted the concept of rainwater harvesting in several
communities located within the Maribios volcanoes. Rainwater harvesting is the only viable solution to
the water needs of some of these communities. Collection of rainwater is sustainable, environmentally
friendly, relatively simple, and cost-effective. The climate of this area is such that plentiful supplies of
rainwater can be collected from roofs during the wet season, but the challenge is to store sufficient water
to last for the five months of the dry season and to protect this water from contamination. As with
previous projects, the technique used to construct these ferrocement tanks is simple and only locally
available materials and basic hand tools were used. A few minor modifications were made to the tank
design from previous projects such as a robust metallic cover for the opening in the top of the tank. It
was observed that the edges of the concrete covers previously used become chipped over time, leaving a
small gap which could permit mosquitoes or contamination to enter. The metallic covers seal much better
and can be easily secured with a padlock. A local business in León now makes these to order.
The design for the rainwater harvesting tanks is shown in drawings 1-6 in the appendices of the final
report of the first phase of the Mountain Rain project, published on the Nuevas Esperanzas website
(http://www.nuevasesperanzas.org/documents/03%20Project%20reports/Mountain%20Rain%20I%20app
endices%202009%20ENG.pdf). The locations of the rainwater tanks constructed in this phase of the
project, as well as in previous phases, are shown in Map 1.

Gravity-fed distribution system
Once the decision had been taken to substitute a gravity-fed distribution system for 22 household
connections in El Caracol for two of the rainwater harvesting tanks (and use a third as the header tank for
the spring water rather than rainwater), work began on a topographic survey and hydraulic network
model. The survey was undertaken with a total station and included all houses and potential routes for
the pipes to be laid. Wherever possible, routes were selected to permit excavation of trenches to bury
PVC pipe, a cheaper alternative to laying galvanized iron (GI) pipe above ground. However, in a few
locations where the ground was very rocky or where suspension bridges were necessary to cross stream
beds (which flow during storms), the use of GI pipe was unavoidable.
Hydraulic modelling was undertaken using EPANET (developed by the United States Environmental
Protection Agency) using error-corrected coordinates from the topographic survey. Pipes, nodes,
junctions, valves, storage tanks and reservoirs were set up in the program and used to model a demanddriven system drawing water from an infinite reservoir (the pressure break tank on the Agua Fría
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pipeline). The flow drawn off the pressure break tank is restricted by the diameter of the pipe (1/2”) which
is intentionally limited to a flow rate of around 20 m³/day. The water level in the pressure break tank
remains constant as the much larger diameter outlet pipe for the pipeline to Unión España is set just
above the level of the outlet pipe for the El Caracol distribution system. The daily variation in demand is
smoothed by the 16 m³ header tank. Demand on the reservoir via the distribution system and storage
tank was modelled in EPANET using the following parameters as specified by the Instituto Nicaraguense
de Acueductos y Alcantarillados (INAA), the government water regulator:
•
•
•

Maximum daily consumption = 1.5 x average daily consumption
Maximum hourly consumption = 2.5 x average daily consumption
Domestic demand = 50 - 60 litres per person per day

Using a 20 year design period for a target population with a 4% yearly growth rate, the average
household consumption was calculated to be 0.0035 l/s. A daily usage pattern was set up in EPANET
using an hourly multiplier to this base demand such that the average is equal to 1, in accordance with the
peak demand multiplier in the standards set by INAA.

Once the network and demand pattern were set up in EPANET, a process of trial and error was used to
refine the diameters of the pipes and locations of pressure-break tanks to eliminate any problems, such
as negative pressures or excessively high pressures. Since the network is very simple, the greatest
challenge was the large elevation change between the main header tank and the houses at the bottom
ends, giving over 100 m of hydrostatic pressure head at both ends. This meant that pressure break tanks
were required on both the principal branches of the network, labeled in Drawings 1 and 2. The pressure
break tanks were designed with minimal storage capacity but sufficient space to accommodate industrialquality 1” float valves. Since the system is demand-driven, these cannot be avoided, though they will
require maintenance (replacement of washers, etc).
The pipeline suspension bridges were designed using a spreadsheet program called ABRIDGE
developed by G. Corcos and J.P. Vial, published by Agua Para La Vida on their website
(http://aplv.org/technical_resources) with some practical modifications based on work by L. Stone,
published by the University of South Florida’s Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering on their
The
website (http://cee.eng.usf.edu/peacecorps/5%20-%20Resources/Theses/Water/2006Stone.pdf).
technical specifications of the five bridges in the distribution system are given in the appendices and their
positions are shown on Map 2. The bridges were constructed using galvanized steel wire rope
suspended between columns built from 4” GI pipe, filled with concrete with foundations >50% of the
height of the columns. Anchors were made from reinforced concrete as shown in figures 20-21. The
shape of the principal cable is determined by the length of the 1/8” vertical hangers which support the
pipe every 3 metres. The lengths of these vertical hangers were calculated using the spreadsheet tool,
which also gives the height of the columns, the thickness of the wire rope and the volume of the anchors.
Once the columns and anchors were constructed, each length of pipe was pushed out in turn onto the
crossing with the vertical hanger running freely over the principal cable but clamped into position on the
pipe. The final tension was adjusted using turnbuckles to ensure that the columns were vertical and pipe
showed no downward sag. The technique was difficult at first but after a total of 13 bridges (including the
pipeline and the distribution system), became very straightforward. The community were closely involved
in the construction of the bridges under the supervision of the project engineer, which is important
because in the long-term they will need to be responsible for replacing the cables once they become
corroded. It is expected that this will need to be done approximately every five years, though acid rain
from the volcano may shorten the useful life of the cables.
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Project timeline
A chronology of the implementation of the project is given below outlining significant milestones.
Progress on related projects (not funded by the Georg Fischer Clean Water Foundation) is shown in
italics. As can be seen from the chronology below, the relationship with other projects (firstly the road to
El Ñajo and subsequently the Agua Fría – Unión España pipeline) was critical in terms of shared
objectives.

January 2012
• The current phase of the Mountain Rain programme began with work to improve the road up to El
Ñajo, funded by the M Night Shyamalan Foundation.
February 2012
• The first disbursement of funds was received from the Georg Fischer Clean Water Foundation.
March 2012
• Work began on the construction of two rainwater harvesting tanks, one in El Ñajo and one in El
Caracol.
• Road improvements were made in order to provide access for materials to be transported to the
construction sites.
• A donation of cement was received from the Mayor of Telica for the roads to El Ñajo and Agua
Fría.
May 2012
• Work began on two further rainwater harvesting tanks in El Ñajo.
• The first tank in El Ñajo was completed.
• With the focus shifting to the rainwater harvesting project, on-going labour and transport costs for
the road to El Ñajo were funded by the Georg Fischer Clean Water Foundation.
June 2012
• Two more tanks in El Ñajo were completed.
• Work on the first tank in El Caracol slowed down due to the retirement of Justo, one of the
building supervisors.
• Materials for the next four tanks were delivered to the construction sites although access was
difficult due to the rains.
August 2012
• The fourth tank in El Ñajo was completed.
• Work began on the second tank in El Caracol and materials have been delivered for the next
three tanks.
• Approval was given by the Mayor of Telica for work to begin on the Agua Fría to Unión España
pipeline project.
September 2012
• Work continued on the second tank in El Caracol but progress was slow due to beneficiaries’
commitments to their agricultural work.
• Construction of 18 public tapstands was completed and meters were fitted for the distribution
system from the pipeline in Unión España and Nuevo Amanecer. Work began on surveying the
route for the pipeline, a distance of 3.8 km dropping 300 metres across rocky terrain.
November 2012
• The tank in El Ojochal was completed, though obtaining water for the construction proved
challenging due to community disputes.
• Work to improve access to the community of Agua Fría was undertaken prior to the delivery of
materials for construction of tanks early in 2013.
• The surveying work for the pipeline and construction of the header tank in Unión España which
will receive water from the pipeline were completed. Work was undertaken to improve access to
the spring.
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December 2012
• Materials were purchased for the pipeline project ensuring the funds from the Mayor of Telica
were spent by the end of the year. The spring area was dug out and cleared down to the clay
layer to ensure the water captured and stored will be as clean as possible.
January 2013
• The first eight galvanised pipes of the pipeline were installed and training in safe climbing
techniques was given in preparation for work on the steep walls of the canyon were the spring is
located.
February 2013
• The spring box was successfully sealed with no significant leakage and work began on the first
pipeline suspension bridge.
March 2013
• Work began on the rainwater tank at the highest house in Agua Fría. Delivery of materials was
difficult due to poor access but it was possible to reach the house in the Land Cruiser.
• The second rainwater tank in El Caracol was completed.
• The potential to install a distribution system in El Caracol using water from the spring started to
become apparent.
April 2013
• The rainwater tank at the highest house in Agua Fría was completed.
• A change in the scope of the project to allow for the installation of a distribution system in El
Caracol using water from the spring was approved by the Georg Fischer Clean Water
Foundation.
• The first three pipeline suspension bridges in the canyon were completed.
May 2013
2
• Roofing sheets were delivered to the highest house in Agua Fría to extend the roof area to 42 m .
• The first 1 km of pipeline was completed including the critical 600 m section along the canyon
wall. This was especially significant as the rains which began at the end of the month would have
made this work virtually impossible.
June 2013
• A topographic survey was completed in El Caracol in order to design the distribution system.
• Construction on the second rainwater tank in Agua Fría began and materials were purchased for
the remaining tanks.
• A pressure break tank was constructed at the highest house in El Caracol. This incorporated a
feed off the main pipeline to the community of El Caracol and included flow meters and control
valves so that the split of water between El Caracol and Unión España/Nuevo Amanacer can be
managed effectively.
July 2013
• Construction of the two remaining rainwater tanks in Agua Fría was completed.
• Work began on a design for the distribution system in El Caracol.
August 2013
• The design for the distribution system in El Caracol was finalised. This was complicated by some
disagreements between families in El Caracol, though the final solution was accepted by all
parties.
• Work began on laying pipes for the distribution system.
• Two pipeline suspension bridges were built of 62 m and 16 m respectively. These carry pipes for
both the distribution system in El Caracol and the Agua Fría – Unión España pipeline.
• A pressure break tank was built for the distribution system where it runs in parallel to the Unión
España pipeline. A single structure with separate chambers acts as a pressure break for both
systems.
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September 2013
• A further suspension bridge of 41 m was built to carry both pipes.
3
• Work began on construction of the 16 m header tank for the El Caracol distribution system.
October 2013
• The first bridge to carry pipe for the distribution system only was built.
3
• The 16m storage tank and the second pressure break tank for the distribution system were
completed.
• Pipe was laid to reach connection points to most of the houses in El Caracol; community
participation was excellent and increased the rate of progress on the project significantly.
November 2013
• The final bridge for the distribution system was built and all 22 metered household connections
installed. This completed all physical aspects of the project funded by the Georg Fischer Clean
Water Foundation.
3
• The 3.8 km pipeline from the spring in Agua Fría to the 40 m header tank in Unión España was
finally completed. The only work that remained on this project at the end of November was to
complete the connections to the 18 public tapstands in Unión España and Nuevo Amanecer.

Operation and management of water systems
As with previous rainwater harvesting projects, the operation and maintenance of these systems will be
undertaken entirely by the users which are individual nuclear families or extended family groups in the
case of shared systems. Although there is no guarantee of harmonious relationships within these wider
family groups, experience has shown that there are fewer disputes about water use when those sharing
systems are related and live close to each other. From the experience of rainwater harvesting systems
constructed over the last eight years, the only systems not used appropriately are those where there is no
sense of ownership, as is the case with institutional systems (schools, health centres, and to a much
lesser extent, churches). Standards of hygiene, however, vary considerably from tank to tank, though
shared tanks are not necessary less well kept than individually owned tanks. The common problems with
maintenance are leaking or broken taps, damaged gutters and pipes and poorly fitting covers. On the
whole these are repaired by the users, though with the minimum outlay possible. For example, water loss
is reduced but not eliminated by wrapping rubber around leaky joints. More serious problems are leaky
tanks which may be due to subsidence or settlement, or poor quality construction. In these cases,
Nuevas Esperanzas usually provides technical assistance in undertaking the necessary repairs. No
systems have yet been abandoned, though some are not used to their full potential. Nuevas Esperanzas
provides a certain degree of monitoring and follow-up, though not to the extent that users do not assume
responsibility for their own systems.
The new pipeline and El Caracol distribution system will be officially managed together with the existing
borehole and distribution system by the Comité de Agua Potable y Saneamiento (CAPS) in Unión España
and Nuevo Amanecer. A new law passed in 2010 created a legal mandate for community run water
committees to operate, and charge for, water systems for communities with at least 50 families. The
CAPS for Unión España and Nuevo Amanecer has been running since January 2012 collecting fees from
users according to usage (all household connections are metered). The tariff has been designed to
include sufficient to cover energy costs, administrative costs, routine repairs, pump replacement every
five years and total replacement of the system every twenty years. At present the plan is for the existing
CAPS to ‘adopt’ the pipeline and distribution system in El Caracol as well as the new distribution system
to public collection posts in Unión España and Nuevo Amanecer. However, since the community of El
Caracol is geographically separated from Unión España and Nuevo Amanecer and their situation is quite
different (they do not have the pumped system), a separate committee has been formed to represent
users in El Caracol before the wider CAPS in Unión España and Nuevo Amanecer. It is expected that the
users in El Caracol will pay a different rate from those in the communities below, though they will have a
specific responsibility to monitor the upper part of the pipeline and assist with any repairs necessary since
they were closely involved in the construction process and will be well placed to assist when the time
comes to replace the cables for the bridges. A formal document will be drawn up between the unofficial
El Caracol water users committee and the Comité de Agua Potable y Saneamiento (CAPS) in Unión
España and Nuevo Amanecer early in 2014.
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Project management
Project progress and spending with respect to the plan was tracked throughout the duration of the project
using the ‘earned value’ method. The graph below shows the cumulative earned value together with
actual costs and project plan (budget). The dotted blue line represents the original plan before the
change of scope was approved by the Georg Fischer Clean Water Foundation in April 2013 while the
solid blue line represents the revised plan. Whilst progress on the project fell significantly behind
schedule (green line versus blue line) in the middle of the project (October 2012 to June 2013) as
attention was given to the pipeline project (see timeline above), the project did finish on time according to
the revised plan. An overspend on the project (red line versus green line) developed in the first few
months but did not increase significantly during the rest of the project. At the end of the project the total
overspend was less than $5,000.

Evaluation of project outcomes
As with the rainwater harvesting project completed in 2009, the outcomes of the project were measured
according to appropriate indicators.
Distance to collect water
An important indicator of access to water is the distance travelled to the closest water source. Whilst the
time taken to fetch water is arguably of greater significance than distance, it is much harder to measure
objectively. Distance calculations are more objective and can be easily undertaken using GIS once the
locations of houses, access routes and spring sources have been mapped (Map 1). An objective for the
Mountain Rain programme is to reduce the time spent collecting water from a maximum of four hours per
day to a maximum of 15 minutes per day. It can be assumed that a distance of less than 100 m to a
source is equivalent to a round trip of less than 15 minutes, whilst a distance of 3 km is equivalent to a
round trip of at least 2 hours. A graph to demonstrate the impact of the project in terms of distance to
collect water is shown below:
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Water available
The total water available before and after the project was calculated using the volume of rainwater
actually harvested in the first year (divided by the number of days in the dry season) and the potential in a
year when all the tanks are full at the end of the wet season. The water from the spring is the estimated
daily flow rate to El Caracol. The baseline is based on journeys made by horse to spring sources. The
comparison is shown in the graph below:
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This graph shows just how significant the gravity-fed distribution system is in terms of increasing the
amount of water available. Unlike the situation with the rainwater tanks where beneficiaries may or may
not continue to collect water as well as using their new tanks, it is fairly clear that in the case of El
Caracol, the water available water from the distribution system is so much more than their previous usage
that journeys to collect water are almost certainly a thing of the past!
A similar graph below shows the change in the distribution of water available per beneficiary, highlighting
some of the variation between beneficiaries not apparent from the graph above:

In some cases, water available from the rainwater harvesting tanks is less than the water previous carried
from the spring (10-20 l/p/d after project). This is most evident in the case of one rainwater harvesting
system in Agua Fría which is shared between nine families. This may help to reduce the burden of
carrying water or it may increase the amount of water available, but it is clear that with one tank shared
between 34 people, it will not be sufficient to remove the need to collect water altogether. However,
although the spring distribution system clearly puts more beneficiaries in the >60 l/p/d category after the
project than the rainwater harvesting, it does not necessarily follow that this has the most significant
impact. One family in El Ojochal del Listón whose previous closest source was 3.9 km away (from which
they consumed 20 l/p/d), now has 33 l/p/d available from rainwater harvesting at their home. It is difficult
to comprehend the impact that their modest 20 m³ rainwater harvesting tank has had on their daily lives.
Water quality
Physico-chemical and bacteriological analysis was undertaken from all rainwater harvesting tanks and
selected outlets along the distribution pipeline in El Caracol. The results are tabulated in the appendices.
Of most significance to health are the levels of faecal coliforms. In the rainwater tanks results ranged
from 0 to 18 E.coli per 100 ml. Five tanks had no coliform bacteria (in compliance with WHO guidelines)
while four were in the range 1-10 E.coli per 100 ml (classified as low risk). One tank had 18 E.coli per
100 ml and is classified as intermediate risk. In all cases levels of faecal coliforms were less than or
similar to levels in existing/previous water sources.
Samples from the distribution system in El Caracol were taken directly from the taps installed outside
people’s homes. Although only a small number of taps were sampled, water was collected from the
entire length of the distribution system thus the results are assumed to be representative of the entire
system as shown in the map below:
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From the five taps that were sampled no E.coli was found suggesting the entire system conforms to WHO
guidelines. The results for all beneficiaries (of rainwater harvesting tanks and the gravity-fed distribution
system) compared with samples taken of baseline spring sources are shown in the graph below:
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Conclusions
In summary, it can be concluded that the project has had a significant impact in terms of reducing the
distance to the closest source of water, increasing the amount of water available and reducing the levels
of contamination of the water. The benefit to each family, however, is highly variable and locationspecific. As mentioned above, families which depend entirely on rainwater harvesting may have access
to less water than those which benefit from a spring-fed distribution system. However, eliminating a daily
four hour journey is arguably more life transforming than significantly increasing availability of water
above the level of basic needs. Similarly, the impact felt in households headed by women with young
children will be significantly greater than in households where the task of water collection was divided
among various family members or combined with daily trips to water livestock. The impact of the different
interventions depends greatly on the baseline and the technology selected which supports the case for a
combined approach to meeting water needs in remote rural areas.
From initial interviews, some families perceive the main economic benefit of the project to be the
significantly reduced workload for horses, which are important investments for rural families. All
interviewees, but especially women, noted how much they enjoy the increased leisure time and newfound
flexibility in their daily lives, now that domestic work such as washing and cooking no longer depends on
a journey to collect water. In rural communities where domestic work is a significant burden, this may be
the most significant impact felt by beneficiary families.
Over the long-term it can be assumed that these communities will also experience health benefits which
may also have an impact on income as well as quality of life. Health benefits are not necessarily high on
the list of perceived impacts, since rural families rarely attribute illnesses to poor water quality or lack of
hygiene, and in any case they generally face fewer risks from waterborne disease than those living in
more densely populated areas. However, whilst it is not currently feasible to undertake an epidemiological
investigation to measure health impacts, it is reasonable to assume that some improvements in health
and productivity will result from this project given the well-established relationship between water access,
hygiene, water quality and health.
At the end of this project, it can be concluded that the basic water needs of all families in El Ojochal del
Listón, El Ñajo and El Caracol have been met. There is still work to be done in Agua Fría, however, and
other communities in the area where rainwater harvesting and spring development may provide
appropriate sustainable solutions. A thorough investigation of the availability of water resources form
springs in Agua Fría was undertaken at end of 2013 and this will be used as the basis for project
proposals to continue work in Agua Fría in 2014.
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Financial statement
Staff costs

hours

Project Director

cost
74.0 $

Project Manager & Civil Engineer

1,334.41

1257.5 $ 10,001.73

Logistician

826.5 $

4,556.46

Community Coordinator

175.5 $

1,102.81

Technical Assistant

157.0 $

944.64

Building Supervisors

3867.0 $ 12,603.35

Finance and admin support

55.5 $

499.91
$ 31,043.30

Vehicle use

km

rate

cost

Toyota Land Cruiser 4x4 pickup

8098 $

0.55 $

4,453.90

Toyota Hilux 4x4 pickup

1137 $

0.35 $

397.95
$

Materials

4,851.85

cost

Cement (751 x 42.5 kg bags)

$

6,675.19

Welded mesh (70 x 6 m x 2.4 m x 6.2 mm sheets)

$

4,147.94

Chicken wire (17 x 30 m x 1.8 m rolls)

$

644.90

Rebar, galvanised iron, etc

$

2,446.56

Aggregate and sand

$

473.35

Formwork (wood, sacking, etc)

$

201.01

PVC gutters, tubes and accessories

$

1,902.59

Valves, taps and boxes for meters

$

826.14

Other materials

$

497.84
$ 17,815.52

Other direct project costs
Subsistence

$

2,706.15

Public transport

$

223.76
$

2,929.91

Subtotal

$ 56,640.58

Indirect project costs (@15%)

$

8,496.09

Sales tax to be reimbursed

$

1,994.97

Project total

$ 63,141.70

Jan 2012 Sep 2012

Staff hourly rates

Oct 2012 Jun 2013

Jul 2013 Nov 2013

Project Director

Dr Andrew Longley

$

17.48 $

18.35 $

Project Manager & Civil Engineer

Ing Arturo Juárez

$

7.45 $

8.11 $

8.76

Logistician

Yamil Fuentes

$

5.26 $

5.72 $

6.18

Community Coordinator

Lic Rolando Castillo

$

6.01 $

6.54 $

7.06

Technical Assistant

Ing Leonardo Zapata

$

4.97 $

6.10 $

6.67

Building Supervisors

Donaldo Trujillo

$

3.15 $

3.15 $

3.56

Luis Espinales

$

3.15 $

3.15 $

-

Leonidas Alaniz

$

3.15 $

3.15 $

3.56

Cristobal Estrada

$

3.15 $

3.15 $

3.56

Finance and admin support

18.35

Lic Benelip Nuñez

$

5.62 $

6.54 $

7.06

Jane Longley

$

9.71 $

10.68 $

10.68
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Rainwater harvesting
Fig. 1 The foundations needed
depend on ground conditions,
but a firm base is essential if
subsidence and cracking are to
be avoided.
3

(20 m tank at the house of Cruz
Torres in El Ñajo)

Fig. 2 The welded mesh
framework provides the majority
of the structural support for the
tank. It is wrapped with chicken
wire and sacking to provide a
surface for the rendering of the
inner face of the tank wall. The
reinforcement for the walls is tied
to the reinforced concrete in the
base of the tank – once the
concrete has been poured over
the base, the structure is fixed
into place.
3

(20 m tank at the house of Cruz
Torres in El Ñajo)

Fig. 3 Tank with inside walls
partially rendered. This view
shows the capacity of this tank,
the largest of those built in this
project.
3

(50 m tank at the house of
Reynaldo García in El Caracol)
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Fig. 4 Tank with inner face
rendered and chicken wire and
sacking removed. An additional
layer of mortar is then applied to
the outer face of the tank wall.
3

(20 m tank at the house of Cruz
Torres in El Ñajo)

Fig. 5 The outside walls of the
tank were rendered to give a
smooth finish before work on the
roof begins.
3

(30 m tank at the house of
Lucas Tercero in El Ñajo)

Fig. 6 The formwork for the roof
was constructed from sawn
timber, most of which was
reused from previous projects.
3

(30 m tank at the house of
Lucas Tercero in El Ñajo)
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Fig. 7 The first tank nearly
completed with a fine finish on
the cement walls.
3

(30 m tank at the house of
Lucas Tercero in El Ñajo)

Fig. 8 The most significant
change to the design of the
rainwater tanks from the project
completed in 2009 was the
inclusion of metallic covers which
provide a better seal and can be
locked.
3

(30 m tank at the house of
Lucas Tercero in El Ñajo)

Fig. 9 In some cases existing
roofs were not suitable for
rainwater harvesting. At this
house an entirely new structure
was built to harvest rainwater,
though this did also double as a
storage depot for pipes and
equipment when building the
gravity-fed pipeline in the
canyon.
3

(50 m tank at the house of
Reynaldo García in El Caracol)
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Fig. 10 Completed rainwater
harvesting tank with gutters
connected. This tank collects
2
water from a roof of over 100 m .
3

(30 m tank at the house of
Lucas Tercero in El Ñajo)

Fig. 11 Completed tank with
gutters connected and tap stand
in foreground. The tap used is a
highly durable self-closing tap.
3

(20 m tank at the house of Cruz
Torres in El Ñajo)

Fig. 12 This tank serves the
most people of all those built in
this phase of the programme; 34
people from nine families (though
all from one extended family!)
use this tank.
3

(50 m tank at the house of
Daniel Rayo in Agua Fría)
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Fig. 13 This is the highest tank
built so far by Nuevas
Esperanzas at 880 metres above
sea level.
3

(20 m tank at the house of
Santos Delgado in Agua Fría)

Fig. 14 Marlon Alaniz and his
family had the longest walk for
water (3.9 km each direction)
before their tank was built. The
rainwater harvested from this
tank also provides 50% more
water than they were previously
able to collect from the spring.
3

(20 m tank at the house of
Marlon Alaniz in El Ojochal del
Listón)

Fig. 15 Six year old Esaid who
lives in the highest house in El
Ñajo smiles for a photo at the
family’s tap stand.
3

(20 m tank at the house of
Abraham Tercero in El Ñajo)
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Gravity-fed distribution system
Fig. 16 The spring in Agua Fría
before work began in December
2012. Flow was estimated at
between 0.5 and 1 litres/second,
which turned out to be quite
conservative.

Fig. 17 The spring box in
construction. The back wall
protects the source and allows
water flow into the box through a
graded filter medium. The
pipeline begins with a 2”
galvanised iron pipe.

Fig. 18 Civil Engineer Arturo
Juárez (striped shirt) with the
team of builders at the nearly
completed spring box.
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Fig. 19 Malleable conical joints
were used for the pipeline in the
canyon to permit some flexibility
and facilitate maintenance.

Fig. 20 Rebar structure for
anchor for suspension bridge
with eye to attach turnbuckle.

Fig. 21 Completed anchor for
first bridge. The volume of
concrete was determined by the
structural design for the bridge.
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Fig. 22 Tensioning cable for first
suspension bridge. The chain
hoist was used to pull the column
vertical (against the weight of the
bridge) while turnbuckles on the
anchor cables were tightened.

Fig. 23 The fourth and longest
(67 m) suspension bridge carries
the 2” galvanised iron pipe high
above the treetops inside the
canyon.

Fig. 24 The first pressure break
tank on the pipeline from Agua
Fría to Unión España is located
just above the highest house in
El Caracol, a convenient location
from which to take a feed off to
the El Caracol distribution
system.
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Fig. 25 Once the pipeline had
reached El Caracol, the
topographic survey for the
distribution system was
undertaken.

Fig. 26 The second longest
bridge (62 m) carries both the
main pipeline and the smaller
diameter pipe for the El Caracol
distribution system.

Fig. 27 A guardabarranco, the
Nicaraguan national bird, pays a
visit to the eighth suspension
bridge in El Caracol.
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Fig. 28 Construction of the
second pressure break tank.
The pipeline and distribution
system are in parallel at this
point so the tank was
constructed with two internal
chambers to break the pressure
in both pipes.

Fig. 29 Civil Engineer Arturo
Juarez at the pressure break
tank for the distribution system in
El Caracol (western limb). The
pipes for the distribution system
drop sharply downhill at this
point, presenting some
challenges with high water
pressure.

Fig. 30 UK volunteer, Dan
Soley, tests the water from the El
Caracol distribution system for
faecal coliforms. None were
found at any point in the
distribution system.
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Fig. 31 Rebeca Medina is now
able to do her family’s laundry at
her home. Previously she took
clothes to the river to wash.

Fig. 32 Five year old Seneri
Chavarría in El Caracol with a
tap in front of her house. All
houses in the community now
have metered connections.

Cover photo: Eight year old Julio Ríos enjoys a drink straight from the tap. All 22 families in El Caracol
now have clean running water, having previously faced a daily walk of up to two hours to collect water.
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Specifications for pipeline suspension bridges
Bridge No. 8 (pipeline and distribution system)
Bridge location
519420
Span (metres)
Pipe(s) to be carried
Diameter of principal cable
Height of columns (metres)
Anchors per column
Volume of each concrete anchor (cubic metres)
1/8" hangers

Position of
vertical hanger
with respect to
midpoint of
bridge (m)

Bridge No. 9 (pipeline and distribution system)
Bridge location
519630
Span (metres)
Pipe(s) to be carried
Diameter of principal cable
Height of columns (metres)
Anchors per column
Volume of each concrete anchor (cubic metres)

1397090
61.63
1.25" + 1"
3/8"
2.44
2
1.88
Length of hanger
from principal
cable to pipe (m)

1/8" hangers

Position of
vertical hanger
with respect to
midpoint of
bridge (m)

1397180
15.56
1.25" + 1"
1/4"
0.77
1
0.46
Length of hanger
from principal
cable to pipe (m)

0

0.2

0

0.2

3.02

0.22

3.02

0.29

6.03

0.29

6.03

0.54

9.05

0.39

12.06

0.54

15.08

0.74

18.09

0.97

21.11

1.25

24.12

1.57

27.14

1.94

30.15

2.34

Bridge No. 10 (pipeline and distribution system)
Bridge location
519810
Span (metres)
Pipe(s) to be carried
Diameter of principal cable
Height of columns (metres)
Anchors per column
Volume of each concrete anchor (cubic metres)

1397380
40.30
1.25" + 0.5"
1/4"
2.08
2
0.41

Bridge No. 12 (distribution system only)
Bridge location
519070
Span (metres)
Pipe(s) to be carried
Diameter of principal cable
Height of columns (metres)
Anchors per column
Volume of each concrete anchor (cubic metres)

1397100
33.59
1"
1/4"
1.03
1
0.84

1/8" hangers

Position of
vertical hanger
with respect to
midpoint of
bridge (m)

Length of hanger
from principal
cable to pipe (m)

Length of hanger
from principal
cable to pipe (m)

0

0.2

0

0.12

3.02

0.24

3.02

0.15

6.03

0.37

6.03

0.24

9.05

0.58

9.05

0.38

12.06

0.87

12.06

0.59

15.08

0.85

15.08

1.25

18.09

1.72

Bridge No. 13 (distribution system only)
Bridge location
520020
Span (metres)
Pipe(s) to be carried
Diameter of principal cable
Height of columns (metres)
Anchors per column
Volume of each concrete anchor (cubic metres)

1397400
53.10
0.5"
3/16"
1.92
2
0.23

1/8" hangers

1/8" hangers

Position of
vertical hanger
with respect to
midpoint of
bridge (m)

Position of
vertical hanger
with respect to
midpoint of
bridge (m)

Length of hanger
from principal
cable to pipe (m)
0

0.2

3.02

0.22

6.03

0.29

9.05

0.4

12.06

0.56

15.08

0.76

18.09

1

21.11

1.29

24.12

1.62
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El Caracol Distribution
Network
Drawing 1: Software model of hydrodynamic
pressure and flows in the El Caracol distribution
network. Screenshot shows model after 72 hour
run time.

Drawn by: Riley Mulhern

November 2013

El Caracol Distribution
Network
Drawing 2: Schematic showing locations of taps
(23 total) and pressure break tanks along the
network. Chevrons on pipeline indicate direction
of flow.

Drawn by: Riley Mulhern

November 2013
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Results of analyses of rainwater harvesting tanks constructed

Community

Units

El Ojochal del
Listón

Name

Marlon Muco

Type

Household

Eastings
Northings
Elevation
Number in household(s)
Closest spring
Distance to closest spring
Faecal coliforms, spring water
Number of containers collected daily
Water collected

WGS84
WGS84
m.a.s.l.

km
E. coli/100 ml
litres/person/day

m3
Design capacity
Roof area connected
m2
Highest recorded water level in 2013
m
Date
m2
Base area
Volume stored
litres
Water available (first dry season)
litres/person/day
Water available (future dry seasons)
litres/person/day
Water available (annual average)*
litres/person/day
Percentage full at highest recorded
Percentage increase in water available (dry season)
Sample
Date
pH
Conductivity
µS/cm
TDS (from Cond. except lab analysis)
mg/l
Temp.
ºC
Faecal coliforms
E. coli/100 ml
*based on annual rainfall of 1,400 mm

El Caracol

Agua Fría

El Ñajo

Daniel Rayo
Shared (9
households)
518533
1394468
702
34
Agua Fria
0.9
13
34
20.0

Cristino Cerros
Shared (2
households)
518978
1394655
692
5
Agua Fria
0.8
13
12
48.0

José Ramón Silva
Shared (4
households)
518869
1397266
223
15
Las Quemadas
0.5
40
13
17.3

Reynaldo Garcia

Abraham Tercero

Rafael Leyton

Lucas Tercero

Cruz Torrez

Household

Household

Household

Household

Household

520664
1392809
637
4
San Jacinto
3.9
5
4
20.0

Santos Delgado
Shared (2
households)
519248
1393567
864
9
Agua Fria
2
13
10
22.2

519132
1397026
267
4
Las Quemadas
0.8
40
6
30.0

520905
1396247
403
5
El Ñajo
0.7
19
6
24.0

520855
1396543
348
7
El Ñajo
0.4
19
8
22.9

520955
1396721
334
5
El Ñajo
0.2
19
6
24.0

520979
1396764
330
5
El Ñajo
0.2
19
8
32.0

20
30
1.91
27/11/2013
10.0
19,012
31.7
33.3
28.8
95%
167%
Tap
27/11/2013
7.22
82
41
26.56
0

20
42
1.10
27/11/2013
10.0
10,949
8.1
14.8
17.9
55%
67%
Tap
27/11/2013
7.31
65
34
23.77
0

50
132
1.61
27/11/2013
25.0
40,223
7.9
9.8
14.9
80%
49%
Tap
27/11/2013
7.35
114
54
22.86
0

40
48
1.91
27/11/2013
20.0
38,105
50.8
53.3
36.8
95%
111%
Tap
27/11/2013
7.28
170
85
24.39
0

50
60
1.11
28/11/2013
25.0
27,731
12.3
22.2
15.3
55%
128%
Tap
28/11/2013
7.10
95
48
26.93
0

50
60
1.90
28/11/2013
25.0
47,468
79.1
83.3
57.5
95%
278%
Tap
28/11/2013
7.07
339
170
27.87
2

20
42
1.92
28/11/2013
10.0
19,111
25.5
26.7
32.2
96%
111%
Tap
28/11/2013
7.19
58
29
27.30
4

30
130
1.98
28/11/2013
14.9
29,562
28.2
28.6
71.2
99%
125%
Tap
28/11/2013
7.76
54
27
26.53
10

30
100
1.91
28/11/2013
14.9
28,517
38.0
40.0
76.7
95%
167%
Tap
28/11/2013
7.47
55
28
28.61
18

20
75
2.01
28/11/2013
10.0
20,007
26.7
26.7
57.5
100%
83%
Tap
28/11/2013
7.39
45
23
26.85
6
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Map 1. New and existing rainwater harvesting systems
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Map 2. El Caracol gravity-fed distribution system
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